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Managing Foreign Associate Invoices 

With global patent filing requirements, collaborative legal work with Foreign Associates is common, predictable, and successful. But 

the financial management element is less mature.  With increased patent volume and increasingly rigorous client instructions, firms 

are looking for methods to drive consistency and predictability with their Foreign Associate invoice processing to meet their clients’ 

needs and protect their bottom line.   

Current process can be challenging 

Correspondence chaos:  many firms find that Foreign Associates submit invoices through disparate channels: directly to Accounting 

(without partner review), directly to matter personnel who may or may not have approval authorization, or even embedded in 

substantive prosecution correspondence.  Invoices are frequently ending up in the hands of the wrong people.  

Tracking and accountability nightmare: this lack of centralized invoice intake process leads to the inability to consistently track 

invoices received by the firm, potential lost revenue from lost/inaccurately processed invoices, and potential lost revenue through 

non-compliance with missed client billing requirements.  For example, many clients are requiring submission of Foreign Associate 

invoices within thirty days of submission, or they refuse to pay them. The firm absorbs the out-of-pocket cost. 

Improve process transparency and reduce avoidable costs  

Smart process enabled by smart technology: centralization and standardization provide greater predictability and management of 

Foreign Associate costs.  By implementing a Foreign Associate Portal – or even a simple invoices@firm.com email – firms can 

establish standard processing workflows that enable them to track invoices from submission to payment without, for example, r elying 

on busy practitioners to remember to forward attachments to accounting.  Partners can review and approve invoices within a 

predictable process. 

Improve your bottom line: The cost of ‘missed’ correspondence can be significant.  Due to more rigorously enforced client 

instructions, some firms are absorbing $20k or more per month due to overlooked correspondence.  These costs are easily avoidable 

by implementing a well-considered process and robust technology platform and ultimately processing invoices within the contracted 

turnaround time. 

Take control 

At Aurora North, we have spent the last twenty years working with IP firms to solve business problems through process and 

technology improvements.  ‘Foreign Associate invoices’ is one of the many topics affecting IP firms that we’re tracking. Contact us at 

sales@auroranorth.com to discuss how we can be of service to you. 
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